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ELLPACK is implemented by a Fortran preprocessor. In
normal use this is a fixed Fortran program; but different
preprocessors may be created which (a) modify the syntax of
the ELLPACK language or (b) reflect the addition of new
modules or deletion of modules from the ELLPACK system. To
provide a flexible or "tunable 1' language and system, the
ELLPACK preprocessor is implemented using the PG preproces-
sor generator system. PG is a kind of compiler-compiler;
its distinctive properties are: (a) Its grammar input (which
defines the language) is focused on defining language state-
ments. This provides a much more readable grammar than the
usual grammars for languages. (b) Fortran language elements
(e.g. variable names, expressions) are predefined. This
shortens and simplifies the grammars. (c) It is implemented
in portable Fortran.
We first present an overview of how an ELLPACK system
is created using the PG system, the TOOLPACK template pro-
cessor and the definition file for the modules to be
included in the system (the syntax of the ELLPACK language






2. CREATION OF AN ELLPACK SYSTEM
A. Organization of Files
B. Steps to Create an ELLPACK System
c. Options and File Sizes
3. THE PG SYSTEM
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the system of programs described here is to
generate ELLPACK preprocessors which can be "tuned ll both to
the local computing environment and to the set of problem
solving modules used. These are four principal components
to this system:
pg: the preprocessor generator.
parse the ELLPACK language







tp: the template processor. It processes Fortran code tem-
plates to produce versions tuned to a particular
environment or reflecting a particular instance of one.
It is used both to tune the whole system and as the
code generator for the ELLPACK preprocessor.
de: the module definitions. It takes
for the ELLPACK modules to be
tables and files which define the




pp: the ELLPACK preprocessor.
used to translate ELLPACK
It is the Fortran
into Fortran.
program
The objective here is to describe how pp is created
from the other three components (they have several parts
themselves) and to describe the preprocessor generator sys-
tem PG. A complete description of the template processor is
in [Rice and Ward, 1982], the module definition file is
described in the ELLPACK contributor's guide [Boisvert,
1982] and the ELLPACK language and system is described in
the ELLPACK User's Guide [Rice, 1982]. Familiarity with
these references is required to actually create an ELLPACK
system, but the general procedure can be followed without
detailed knowledge of any of them.
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1 .A Organization of Files
The type of each file is indicated by a suffix •
. g grammar for the PG system
.t template format (convertible to Fortran)
.f Fortran
.0 object (compiled form of a .f routine)
.a object module library (of .o-files)
To convert a .! file to a .f file it is run through one
of the two template processors. One, called tpo, is distri-
buted in portable Fortran and is not tunable. It is designed
to be used only until the tuned version, tp, is created from
the templates distributed. Files in template format should
be edited before a template processor is used to Bet parame-
ter and option values at the beginning of the file (see Sec-
tion1.C).
A .0 file is
compiler. A .0
linked with other
vert a grammar .£
obtained from a .f file by using a Fortran
file is not executable, it must still be
routines. The PG system is used to con-
file into a Fortran .f file.
There are five programs that are needed to create an
ELLPACK program from scratch (Table 1). These are not pro-
vided directly but are provided on the tape 8S templates so
they can be tailored for the specific computing environment
and the specific ELLPACK system. Table 1 lists these pro-
grams along with the amount of memory needed to execute the
programs on the VAX running UNIX.





















a general purpose macro processor
a system for generating preprocessors
from a grammar and a template
a Fortran preproceSsor for ELLPACK
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The codes to create these systems are distributed as tem-
plates so that the operational systems can be tuned to the
specific computing environment and, for pp, to the specific
ELLPACK system desired. This is a bootstrap operation which
starts with tpO.f, a portable Fortran template processor
(not tuned for any particular environment) and pgO.f, a
portable Fortran version of pg.
1.B Steps to Create an ELL PACK System
The following lists the steps to generate pp from
scratch. The first entry on each line indicates a starting
point. TAPE means obtain the input file from the distribu-
tion tape. LINK-EDIT means that the computer systems loader
is used to obtain an executable program. The last entry on
each line is the second output, usually obtained by applying
a Fortran compiler to the first output. The file symbols




















































These steps are shown in more detail by the following
diagrams. Items in lower case are input or output files,
items in capitals are processors being invoked. The term
"+options 'l means that options and parameters are to be set
as indicated in the next section.
STEP 1. Create tailored version of template processor tp.











-} LINK-EDIT -> tp
-> FORTRAN
STEP 2, Create tailored version of preprocessor generator
pg.
pgO.f -> FORTRAN -> pgO.o
pgmain. t + options pgmain.f
-> TP -> -> FORTRAN




























-} PG -} dc.f -} FORTRAN -} deoo
dcmain.t + options -} TP -> dcmain.f -> FORTRAN -> dcmain.o
dcmain.o tplib.a
+ -} LINK-EDIT -} de
de.o pglib.a
STEP !: Create the ELLPACK system.
4A: Create the symbol table and control program template
for the ELLPACK system.
madini'o






4B: Create the ELLPACK preprocessor pp.
pp.g -} PG -> pp.f -> FORTRAN -> pp.o
ppmain.t + options -> TP -> ppmain.f -} FORTRAN -> ppmain.o






-> LINK-EDIT -> pp
STEP 2= Run an ELLPACK program
ELLPACK
-> PP -> control program -) FORTRAN -> results
template
1C. Options and File Sizes
Several programs are kept in "template format" so they
will be "tunable". A the start of each template format file
are options which control how characters are stored and the
sizes of large arrays. Characters are stored using either a
CHARACTER*1 format, as in Fortran 77, or are stored one per
integer sized word. CHARACTER*1 is a more space efficient
format. The CHARACTER*1 option is selected by the option
*SET ( CSTAR1 = .TRUE.). The same value of this option
should be used for all routines.
to
set
In the driver routines
the character storage
of variable size arrays
the sizes of arrays, in











the size of the input/output buffer
the size of the character storage array
the size of the hash table
this must be a prime
the size of the integer pointer pool
this must be divisible by 3
the size of the main PG stack
the size of the PG input buffer
the size if the PG save stack
Not all of these arrays are used by all routines.




*SET ( ICBDIM = 1500 )
*SET ( ICSDIM = 50000 )
*SET ( IHADIM = 503 )
*SET ( ISTDIM = 6000 )
*SET ( IQSPMX = 1000 )
*SET ( IQSPCM = 1 )
*SET ( IQMXIN = 1000 )
Table 2 gives the sizes of the program files
distributed with the complete ELLPACK system.
most installations will not use this full systemj




















Table 3 lists the sizes of the Fortran source in the
executable programs. The sizes given for 'total' are
overestimates because all of the routines in the libraries
are not always loaded. However, almost all of the routines
are loaded so it is only a slight overestimate.
Table 2...:. Approximate Sizes of Executable Program Sources
Size
Program File Lines Characters
tpO tpO.f 6373 221833























For most ELLPACK installations this full £ystem is more
than is needed. The BASIC set of routines provide a fixed,
untuned preprocessor. The NORMAL Bet of routines are those
needed to generate a tuned preprocessor. Installations that
make substantial production use of ELL PACK will probably
find it worthwhile to learn to use this set. The ADVANCED
set of routines are those needed to generate a tuned prepro-
cessor and have the ability to change the set of ELLPACK
modules. The FULL Bet is the set described above. Table 4
lists which files are needed for the three subsets of the
FULL set. ThOBe files marked under FULL all are sufficient
to generate all the files.
Table .!.,. The Subsets of the Full System
File BASIC NORMAL ADVANCED FULL
tpO.f X X X
tpmain.t X X X
tplib.t X X X
tplib.f X
pgmain.t X








mod info X X





pp.f X X X
template X X
dimcal.:f X X
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